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* Export your data to Excel files. * Import your Excel files to GraphiMap. * You can reorder the columns in your Excel file as you want. * You can edit columns and values in the Excel file (move columns, add columns and remove values) * You can convert different types of numbers in Excel file. For example, - Decimal to integer - Decimal
to percentage - Auto-detect date in Excel file - Auto-detect time in Excel file * You can convert dates in Excel file. * You can convert dates in Excel file. * You can import data from XML files. * GraphiMap has intuitive tools for cartography customization. * GraphiMap allows you to export your Excel data as JSON files, for the use in Web
apps or in your own database. * You can export your data as CSV (Comma-separated values) files, for the use in Web apps, or your own database. * You can export your data as CSV files. * You can export your data as CSV files. * You can import Excel data directly from CSV files, for the use in Web apps or your own database. * You can
import Excel data directly from CSV files. * You can import data from JSON files. * You can import data from XML files. * You can load your Excel files from URLs. * You can generate a graphical map in minutes. * You can use other data tables as shape layers. * You can use other shape layers as shape layers. * You can use coordinates
with a decimal point. * You can use coordinates with a decimal point. * You can select the number of lines or columns per row or per column. * You can select the number of lines or columns per row or per column. * You can specify the shape of your map. * You can specify the shape of your map. * You can specify the title of your map. *
You can specify the title of your map. * You can specify the position of your map. * You can specify the position of your map. * You can define your map as centered on your coordinates, which is a feature that is especially useful when using Google Maps. * You can define your map as centered on your coordinates. * You can specify your

map's shape. * You can specify your map

GraphiMap With License Code [Mac/Win]

Cracked GraphiMap With Keygen allows you to use your Excel data and to generate a complete map, including a legend and additional tables. GraphiMap Cracked 2022 Latest Version seamlessly integrates within Excel, while also providing you with intuitive tools for cartography customization. KEYMACRO Description: GraphiMap allows
you to use your Excel data and to generate a complete map, including a legend and additional tables. GraphiMap seamlessly integrates within Excel, while also providing you with intuitive tools for cartography customization. The functions of GraphiMap allows you to automatically generate maps, tables and various visualizations in Excel.

GraphiMap is a fully customizable application that allows you to create interactive maps, statistical maps, charts, graphs, tables, etc, within Excel. GraphiMap allows you to use your Excel data and to automatically generate complete maps, including legends and additional tables. GraphiMap seamlessly integrates within Excel, while also
providing you with intuitive tools for cartography customization. GraphiMap allows you to use your Excel data and to automatically generate complete maps, including legends and additional tables. GraphiMap seamlessly integrates within Excel, while also providing you with intuitive tools for cartography customization. GraphiMap allows you
to use your Excel data and to automatically generate complete maps, including legends and additional tables. GraphiMap seamlessly integrates within Excel, while also providing you with intuitive tools for cartography customization. GraphiMap allows you to use your Excel data and to automatically generate complete maps, including legends

and additional tables. GraphiMap seamlessly integrates within Excel, while also providing you with intuitive tools for cartography customization. GraphiMap allows you to use your Excel data and to automatically generate complete maps, including legends and additional tables. GraphiMap seamlessly integrates within Excel, while also providing
you with intuitive tools for cartography customization. GraphiMap allows you to use your Excel data and to automatically generate complete maps, including legends and additional tables. GraphiMap seamlessly integrates within Excel, while also providing you with intuitive tools for cartography customization. GraphiMap allows you to use your
Excel data and to automatically generate complete maps, including legends and additional tables. GraphiMap seamlessly integrates within Excel, while also providing you with intuitive tools for cartography customization. GraphiMap allows you to use your Excel data and to automatically generate complete maps, including legends and additional
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GraphiMap, is an Excel Add-in which generates a complete map, including a legend and additional tables. GraphiMap is based on Open Source GIS software, which means that it's not only fast but also very easy to customize and extend. GraphiMap allows you to use your Excel data and to generate a complete map, including a legend and
additional tables. GraphiMap seamlessly integrates within Excel, while also providing you with intuitive tools for cartography customization. Description: GraphiMap, is an Excel Add-in which generates a complete map, including a legend and additional tables. GraphiMap is based on Open Source GIS software, which means that it's not only
fast but also very easy to customize and extend. GraphiMap allows you to use your Excel data and to generate a complete map, including a legend and additional tables. GraphiMap seamlessly integrates within Excel, while also providing you with intuitive tools for cartography customization. Description: GraphiMap, is an Excel Add-in which
generates a complete map, including a legend and additional tables. GraphiMap is based on Open Source GIS software, which means that it's not only fast but also very easy to customize and extend. GraphiMap allows you to use your Excel data and to generate a complete map, including a legend and additional tables. GraphiMap seamlessly
integrates within Excel, while also providing you with intuitive tools for cartography customization. Description: GraphiMap, is an Excel Add-in which generates a complete map, including a legend and additional tables. GraphiMap is based on Open Source GIS software, which means that it's not only fast but also very easy to customize and
extend. GraphiMap allows you to use your Excel data and to generate a complete map, including a legend and additional tables. GraphiMap seamlessly integrates within Excel, while also providing you with intuitive tools for cartography customization. Description: GraphiMap, is an Excel Add-in which generates a complete map, including a
legend and additional tables. GraphiMap is based on Open Source GIS software, which means that it's not only fast but also very easy to customize and extend. GraphiMap allows you to use your Excel data and to generate a complete map, including a legend and additional tables. GraphiMap seamlessly integrates within Excel, while also
providing you with intuitive tools for cartography customization.

What's New in the GraphiMap?

GraphiMap is a GIS software for geo-spatial information management and analysis, a.k.a. Geographic Information Systems (GIS). History GraphiMap was born as the successor of a project named DossiMap, in June 2002. In July 2006, GraphiMap was entirely rewritten and redesigned to create a flexible and powerful tool, able to handle both
satellite image and vector data. GraphiMap was first used by DossiMap in September 2002, to perform some GIS activities in the framework of the agreement between ESA and the University of Florence. The system was successfully launched on board of the Space Shuttle Discovery. Features GraphiMap allows the user to work with a wide
range of information, including satellite images (IR, SWIR, RGB, BGI, GBI, BFI, MBI, VIIRS, PAN, SPOT, TELESCOPE_SWIR, PANHIR and FLIR), aerial images (RGB and BGI), ground photos, vector data (e.g. GIS files), tabular data (e.g. XLS or CSV files), georeferenced text files (e.g. GML, KML, GeoJSON), raster data (e.g. ARC,
GeoTIFF, GeoRaster or JPEG 2000) and a lot of other data types. GraphiMap can handle a wide range of map types, including 2D maps, vector maps (shapes and lines), colors, overlays, labels, hotspots, legends, legends with dynamic content and many other visualization settings. GraphiMap also allows you to perform very precise editing of the
geographic coordinates of your data, either by using its on-screen (geographic) map or by using the graphical interface of the data itself. GraphiMap can import and export GML, KML, GeoJSON, XLM, XLS, XLSX, CSV, TXT and GTIF, and also supports a large number of spatial reference systems. GraphiMap provides a simple and intuitive
interface, fully integrated within the environment of your favorite spreadsheet (Mac or Windows Excel), which allows you to freely browse and work with your data. It also provides you with various tools for customizing your map, from a simple click to a more advanced set of tools, ranging from layer creation and style editing to editing the
cartography and geometry of the data itself. The graphical interface allows you to import and export vector data in the following formats: GML, KML, GeoJSON, Vectorial-XML, GeoRaster and GeoTIFF. GraphiMap has also an API that allows it to be integrated in external applications. GraphiMap integrates seamlessly with Microsoft Excel,
from which you can import your data and generate your maps with a simple click. Thanks
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System Requirements:

Macintosh system requirements vary based on the version of OS X. The minimum OS X version requirements are 10.6.8 and 10.7.2, and the minimum requirements for the MacBook Air are 10.4.12 and 10.5.2. The recommended hardware requirements for each version of OS X are given in the links below: Requirements for Intel-based Macs
Requirements for Intel-based Macs include: Intel Core Duo or Core 2 Duo 2 GB RAM 7 GB free hard drive space
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